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1. Fog Synthesis Algorithm on Camera
1.1. Algorithm Details

As mentioned in Section 3.4.1, [2, 5] use the following
composition function to synthesize foggy images. Given a
clear image I captured by the camera, the corresponding
depth map D, and the atmosphere light A, the foggy image
I

′
can be generated by:

T = e−β×D ,

I
′
= T ∗ I + (1− T ) ∗A ,

(1)

where β is a weight representing the density of fog, which
is set to 1.0, ∗ and + denote pixel-wise multiplication and
addition, respectively.

Two modifications are introduced based on previous
methods [2, 5]. (1) The sampling interval is adjusted over
time to consider the difference between day and night.
(2) Real foggy images have apparent glare effects, so
the atmosphere light A varies by referring to the local
brightness of the camera image I . In other words, the
atmosphere light A is rather than a single value for the
whole frame. It is brighter in the lighting parts (e.g.,
the regions of the street lights), and the rest remains
unchanged. With the above designs, the fog synthesis
algorithm is improved to generate more realistic foggy
images. The details are shown in Algorithm 1.

1.2. Visualization of the Fog Synthesis Process

Two examplar images along with the intermediate results
are demonstrated in Figure 1. The numbers in the captions
represent their corresponding line number in the algorithm.

Two examplar images along with the intermediate
results are demonstrated in Figure 1. The numbers in
the captions represent their line number in the algorithm.
Figure 1(a) shows clear camera images, which are the input
to the synthesis algorithm. Figure 1(b) are the depth maps
predicted by the pretrained depth estimation model. In
Figure 1(c), the lighting parts of the image are labeled in

Algorithm 1 Foggy Image Synthesis Algorithm

Input: clear image I , time ∈ {day,night}
Output: foggy image Ifoggy

1: depth← GPT(I) ▷ predict depth by the pretrained model
2: T ← e−1.3×depth ▷ obtain the transmission map
3: if time is day then
4: light ∼ U(0.4, 0.75)
5: else if time is night then
6: light ∼ U(0.3, 0.65)
7: bright← (grayscale(I)− 205)/50

▷ find the bright part of the image
8: glare← bright

▷ initialize the glare effect by bright part
9: glare← max(blur(glare), glare)

▷ stronger effect with more iterations
10: light← light+ (0.95− light)× glare

▷ adjust light with the glare effect
11: end if
12: Ifoggy ← I × T + light× (1− T )

▷ generate the foggy image

white color. For those marked white regions, we iteratively
spread the lighting effect until the diffusion is as desired.
The resultant glare effect is demonstrated in Figure 1(d)
and added to the constant atmospheric light as shown in
Figure 1(e). Finally, the clear image and atmospheric light
are combined using the transmission map as transparency.
Figure 1(f) are the synthesized foggy images.

2. Complete Loss Function

Due to insufficient space in the main paper, the complete
loss functions and weights are supplemented here. Let Pm

be the prediction of MT-DETR from each modality and P̂
denote the ground truth. For m ∈ {fusion, camera, depth},
the complete loss function is as follows:



Lm = 2Lfocal(Pm, P̂ ) + 5Ll1(Pm, P̂ ) + 2LGIoU(Pm, P̂ ) ,
(2)

Ltotal = λfusionLfusion + λcameraLcamera + λdepthLdepth , (3)

where Lfocal(·, ·) indicates focal loss [3], Ll1(·, ·)
indicates l1 loss, LGIoU(·, ·) indicates GIoU loss [4], and
their corresponding weights are follow Deformable DETR
[6]. (λfusion, λcamera, λdepth) are set to (1, 1, 0.5) due to our
experiments.

3. Idea of RFM’s and REM’s design
As mentioned in Section 3.2, Residual Fusion Module

(RFM) and Residual Enhanced Module (REM) have
similar structures. The difference lies in the importance of
branches and the depth of convolution blocks. RFM pays
more attention to the more substantial branch, so there is a
residual connection for the lidar features. As REM focuses
more on the branch with less information, it has a residual
connection for the unimodal features. Since REM also
attempts to extract more valuable features from the more
substantial branch, it contains more convolution blocks
than RFM.

4. Ablation Study of Synthetic Fog Density
The camera-lidar foggy image pairs are generated using

the approach mentioned in Section 3.4. Different densities
of the synthesized fog effects are tested to determine which
setting makes the MT-DETR more adaptable to adverse
weather. Those synthesized data and the original clear
data form a new training dataset. The experimental results
are shown in Table 1, with AP75 as the metric. It can be
observed that the synthetic data with density fog 0.010
provides the most effective help in the detection task under
various weather conditions. It also proves that the synthetic
algorithm with glare effect is better than without glare
effect.

Table 1: Ablation study of fog density for data synthesis.
The best result is highlighted in bold, and the one with ∗

uses the synthesis algorithm without glare effect.

Training Data Testing Data

synthetic fog density clear light fog dense fog snow
0.000 0.005 0.010 0.020 0.030 day night day night day night day night

✓ 64.7 62.2 67.0 63.7 71.3 70.7 65.9 64.8
✓ ✓ 65.3 62.1 67.3 64.7 70.5 70.3 66.7 65.4
✓ ✓ 65.7 62.6 65.3 65.5 70.5 68.7 66.8 65.7
✓ ✓ 65.0 62.4 67.4 65.0 71.3 70.0 66.4 65.0
✓ ✓∗ 65.7 63.2 67.2 65.3 70.3 68.6 66.9 65.6

✓ ✓ 66.2 63.1 68.0 65.8 71.7 70.1 67.2 65.6

MT-DETR with synthetic training data may perform
worse than the baseline in dense fog conditions. This

is because the synthetic fog is too light to simulate the
”dense fog” level, so the model overfits the lighter weather.
Although each synthetic data density performs differently,
it is worth noting that using synthetic data of any density
can achieve better model performance than not using
synthetic data.

5. Qualitative Visualization
The predictions of the MT-DETR on the STF [1] dataset

are exhibited in Figure 2 to 9 according to weather and time.
Two examplar images are selected for each condition and
compared to the ground truths. The results demonstrate that
the MT-DETR successfully detects even small objects under
difficult conditions.
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(a) clear image, input

(b) predicted depth, line 1

(c) lighting part in the image, line 7

(d) lighting part with glare effect, line 9

Figure 1: Visualized results at each stage of fog synthesis algorithm process.



(e) atmospheric light with glare effect, line 10

(f) fog synthesis result, line 12

Figure 1: Visualized results at each stage of fog synthesis algorithm process. (cont.)

Figure 2: Visualized results on STF clear day test split. The left images are the ground truth, and the right images are the
predictions of MT-DETR.



Figure 3: Visualized results on STF clear night test split. The left images are the ground truth, and the right images are the
predictions of MT-DETR.

Figure 4: Visualized results on STF light fog day test split. The left images are the ground truth, and the right images are
the predictions of MT-DETR.



Figure 5: Visualized results on STF light fog night test split. The left images are the ground truth, and the right images are
the predictions of MT-DETR.

Figure 6: Visualized results on STF dense fog day test split. The left images are the ground truth, and the right images are
the predictions of MT-DETR.



Figure 7: Visualized results on STF dense fog night test split. The left images are the ground truth, and the right images
are the predictions of MT-DETR.

Figure 8: Visualized results on STF snow day test split. The left images are the ground truth, and the right images are the
predictions of MT-DETR.



Figure 9: Visualized results on STF snow night test split. The left images are the ground truth, and the right images are the
predictions of MT-DETR.


